Homophones
Homophones are words that are spelled differently, have different meanings yet sound the same.
For example...

pair

pear
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For example...

weak

week
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How many homophones can you think of?

break  brake
here   hear
night  knight
buy    by

Did you get any of these?
Find the homophones from the following clues.

pair

pear

a fruit
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Can you work out the homophones from the following clues?

Look at the ocean

see

sea
Can you work out the homophones from the following clues?

An animal that grows on your head

hare

hair
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Can you work out the homophones from the following clues?

Swallow a number

ate  eight
Can you work out the homophones from the following clues?

A boy around whom the planets revolve

sun

son
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Can you think of your own clues for these homophones?

- break
- brake
- here
- hear
- night
- knight
- buy
- by